We invite you to listen and engage in lunch time conversation with members of the UWA community on the topic of ‘what matters to me and why’.

As part of the “Religion and Globalisation Initiative” at UWA, this series will explore how the personal beliefs, philosophy, faith or religious practices of academic staff shapes, and is shaped by, their work in a university.

At each session the invited guest will speak first and then there will be the opportunity for questions and conversation. Bring your own lunch!

**Second semester speakers:**

**Thursday 25 August 2011 | 12pm – 1.30pm**  
Dave Webb is Associate Professor (Marketing), UWA Business School  
*Location:* Seminar Room 1 (G06) in the UWA/AIM Alliance section of the UWA Business School

**Tuesday 13 September 2011 | 12pm – 1.30pm**  
Samina Yasmeen is Director of the Centre for Muslim States and Societies  
*Location:* Seminar Room: Third Floor of the Science Library.  
(Coffee is available in kitchenette–please do not carry cafe coffee through the library)

**Tuesday 11 October 2011 | 12pm – 1.30pm**  
Carolyn Oldham is Winthrop Professor, Environmental Systems Engineering  
*Location:* Seminar Room: Third Floor of the Science Library  
(Coffee is available in kitchenette–please do not carry cafe coffee through the library)

For enquiries and to RSVP (and confirm final details), please contact michael.wood@uwa.edu.au or phone 6488 4762